GORKI WHITE NIGHTS 24 HRS GOLF
2017 TOURNAMENT
June 17-18, 2017
International Golf Marathon
ON JUNE 17-TH AND 18-TH 2017 DURING FAMOUS WHITE NIGHTS PERIOD “THE 24 HOURS TOURNAMENT” IS HELD FOR THE 4TH TIME. TRADITIONALLY THE TOURNAMENT WILL UNITE GOLFERS AND FANS FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

“GORKI WHITE NIGHTS 24 HRS 2017 TOURNAMENT” is not only an elegant golf festival for the viewers, but as well a true challenge for the participants which plays more than 72 holes and walk more than 50 kilometers.
Due to the northern geographical location of the city, the sun remains visible at the local midnight. This charming period creates the unique ambience for the “GORKI WHITE NIGHTS 24 HRS 2017 TOURNAMENT” generating an unforgettable experience!
Everyone knows Russia is a massive country but as a golfing nation it is tiny. For example, in S. Petersburg region GORKI is so far only one club that possess full infrastructure: the championship 18-holes course (par 72; Scottish Inland Links), club house, training facilities. Just in one year after the club’s opening many tournaments were hold here: “THE FINAL OF RUSSIAN CUP”, “BMW GOLF CUP INTERNATIONAL 2016. National Final”, “TURKISH AIRLINES CUP” etc.
DATES:
The tournament starts on June 17-th at 12 pm, it ends on the 18-th at 12 pm

The total of 20 teams/60 players

THE DRESS CODE (the game):
golf style clothes representing the club, country or company

THE DRESS CODE (the awarding ceremony): smart casual
PROGRAM:
Day 1

9:00 – 10:45  Greetings and Breakfast
10:45 – 12:00 Opening ceremony
12:00  Start of the Tournament

FOR FANS & GUESTS

• Live music and performances during the venue
• Golf clinics
• Foot golf tournament
• Cooking master classes
• Tennis & Volleyball open courts
• Surprise Raffle
• Auto test-drive
PROGRAM:
Day 2

12:00 – 13:30  “Welcome back”
Greeting ceremony for the golfers

14:00 – 17:00  Closing ceremony
Awards and Live Music
SPONSORS BENEFITS

- Branding on the Tee boxes;
- Videos translation in the Clubhouse;
- Mentioning in the press release and Social Medias;
- Announcement during the official speeches;
- Sponsors Promo Zone;
- Roll-ups in the Clubhouse and on the Driving Range
- Flags near the Clubhouse or on the Driving Range
- Participation in the Awarding Ceremony with Sponsor’s Prizes

SPONSOR OF THE TOURNAMENT – 250 000 rub
GORKI White Nights 24 HRS Tournament 2015 video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44QOcN6L6SE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ENkJ9Wlagg
Contact information

Anna Ovchinnikova
aovchinnikova@gorkigolf.ru
+7 921 346 48 23
+7 812 318 09 90

How to drive from the city center?

Through Western High-Speed Diameter (Nab. Ekateringofka River) → Ring Road “KAD” direction Tallinn highway → Turn Gostilitsy highway (P35) 30 km drive. Crossroads turn left onto Cheremykino, A120 highway. Drive 8 km → intersection with Highway Gostilitsy Tallinn → Turn right at the Tallinn Highway → turn right near Kaskova village, drive forward 7 km.